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R!ta Vitkauskait"



Chrysalis, 2018

Score in C

INSTRUMENTATION
ORCHESTRA
Picc./Flute
Flute 1.2
Oboe 1.2
Clarinet 1.2
Bassoon 1.2
Contrabassoon
Horn in F 1.2.3.4 

Picc.Trumpet in Bb
Trumpet in Bb 1.2
Trombone 1.2.3
Tuba in F

Percussion Player I: 
Timpani (3 drums)
Percussion Player II: 
Cymbals, 
Box (large, cardboard), 
Medium tom-tom, 
Glockenshpiel

Harp

Violin I
Violin II
Viola 
Violoncello
Contrabass

SOLOIST PERCSSIONIST
Vibraphone, bow
Bongo
Hi-hat
Voice
Voice tubes 1.2
Timpani (32'', plastic membrane, pedal), and 2 
chinese cymbals, low singing bowl, cymbal
Bass Drum and super ball, and metal nitting 
needles
Large cardboard box
Selection of small percussions:
C# low singing bowl
B (middle octave) singing bowl
5 pots in (middle octave) a, Bb, (first octave) e, f, 
Gb 
2 cowbells – C and F#
triangle – around C
curry bowl (C#)
Buddhist bell B
2 copper pipes (tuned F#, B – first octave and 
F#,G,B – second octave)
Finger cymbals F
4 cups – around C, E, G, A in second/third octave
bike bell in E (fourth octave)
Crotales – one octave



EXPLANATIONS
N
T

no time signature, follow conductor or soloist  (as indicated)

Follow solo 
part

Means the section might be not conducted, or if conducted (section I) the orchestra 
members are required to match attacks of single notes of the soloist

Sing: Up till section B there is only soloist playing instruments, other members of the 
orchestra are humming C# as required per score. The requirement is to sing exact 
written pitch (not transposed over the octave). The first two singers in bar 3 should be 
the ones who sit just behind soloist's back, and they should aim to match soloists' 
voice tembro as much as possible – the audience should have an illusion that this is 
soloists who is still singing.

Play: From section B, this indicates there is no more singing in the score, but conventional 
playing

Strings 
legatura

Please keep notes detached (change bow on every note) as it is written in Sections B-
D and H and Z.

Dynamics Dynamics are indicating overall volume in the orchestra without specification for 
every instrument, also assuming that the soloing percussionist will always be a little 
bit louder. Therefore mf of the soloing instrument is louder than of mf of orchestra 
members when they are playing together. Also, mf of harp or flute will be louder than 
mf of trombone.

Divisions Please note there are lots of divisions used throughout the score for all the 
instruments, including strings sections – please consider that in advance

Grace notes Only in section E are grace notes on the beat, otherwise they are always before the 
beat

c.l. Col legno for strings
s.p. Sul ponticelo for strings
Glissandi Glissandi always cover the whole duration of the note (starting right after attach of 

the note, and continuing to the end of the note). If glissandi continues over the 
barline, the durations are marked with notes in brackets on the staff, or notes with 
brackets above the staff.

Ricochet for 
strings

In section K - play each person individually, unsynchronized with others. Start each 
gesture on approx your note from the last chord, and slide down a few steps. There 
can be any number of gestures in one bar. C.l. Means from there on this gesture 
should be played with wooden part of the bow,
From section M – gestures should be synchronized, four gestures in the bar, on the 
beat.

Time 
indications
 approx. 20''

In section O, rather that following the beat, soloist will perform gestures within the 
time frames given for each bar. The conductor should follow solo part and show 
indications to other performers as appropriate. Note, that time indications are 
approximate, therefore leaving the soloist some freedom to extend/shorten each bar to 
their taste.

Starred 
numbers
1)*

Mean there will a numbered explanation for particular gesture at the bottom of that 
page.




















































































